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1. Introduction. The notion of distributions depending on a param-

eter was introduced by Laurent Schwartz and is indicated in the

pamphlet on his Canadian lectures written by Israel Halperin [3,

p. 17]. Gel'fand and Silov [2, p. 147] studied the properties of gen-

eralized functions depending on a parameter, particularly when the

dependence is analytic in the sense indicated below. We show that

restrictions placed on distributions over a region Z imply certain

associated functions; in particular (Theorem 3), that analytic dis-

tributions have associated semi-analytic functions.

2. Basic definitions and results. Let F(I) denote a continuous

linear functional on a space KT of testing functions <p with support

contained in an open interval i", and let F(<p) be the corresponding

real numbers. The properties of distributions depending on a parame-

ter are in many ways analogous to those of ordinary functions through

use of the basic completeness theorem of Schwartz [4, p. 74]: If a

sequence of distributions Fi is such that, for each <j> in K, Fi(aii)—^F((p),

then these numbers F(<j>) determine a distribution F.

If 3 is a complex parameter taking on values in a region Z and for

each z there exists a corresponding distribution F(I; z) with support

in 7, we call F(I; z) a distribution on I over Z. F0(I) is the limit of

F(I; z) as z-^z0 iff the ordinary function values F(d>, z) approach F0(4>)

for every d> in Ki as z—>Zo. Continuity, differentiability and analyticity

of F(I; z) with respect to z are defined in the standard way using

this limit.

F(I; z) is said to be identified with the point function / iff for each

closed bounded interval R in /, F(<p, z) =/r/(x, z)<p(x)dx for each <j> in

Kr and each z in Z. For a closed bounded interval R, F(R; z) is

associated with/ iff there is an integer r 5^0 such that for each c6 in KT

and each z in Z, F(<p, z) =/r/(x, z) c6(r)(x)cfx. If/ is continuous in (x, z)

and analytic in z throughout IXZ, then/ is semi-analytic over IXZ.

(This definition is due to Maxime Bocher who demonstrated proper-

ties of such functions [l].)
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If for each closed bounded interval R in /, F(R; z) is associated

with a semi-analytic function, then F(I; z) is an analytic distribution

on / over Z. That functions associated with analytic distributions

need not be semi-analytic follows from the fact that / is only deter-

mined to within an arbitrary polynomial P in x of degree less than

r, i.e., F(<p, z)=fsfix, z)<p<r)ix)dx=fR\fix, z)+P(x, z)](p^(x)dx,

where the coefficients of P may be nonanalytic functions of z.

3. Distributions over Z and associated functions.

Theorem 1. If F(J; z) is a continuous distribution over a closed

bounded region Z, then for each closed bounded interval R in I, there

exists an associated f which is uniformly continuous over RXZ.

Proof. (A modification of one given by Schwartz [3, p. 14] which

relies on his results.) For each R= [a, b] in I, there exists an asso-

ciated g bounded on RXZ such that F(</>, z) =fRgix, z)(pw ix)dx. Inte-

gration by parts yields Fi<p, z)=fRhix, z)</>(s+1,(x)cfx where Zs(x, z)

— —fXa.&{t, z)dt is continuous in x on R uniformly over Z. Also Fi4>, z)

= fR[hix, z)+Pix, z)](p(-s+x)ix)dx, with P an arbitrary polynomial in

x of degree less than 5 + 1. The following lemma completes the proof

of the theorem.

Lemma 1. Let F(J; z) be a continuous distribution over closed region

Z, and for each closed bounded interval R in I, let there be an associated

function, h, continuous in x on R uniformly over Z such that Fi<p, z)

= fRh(x, z)(p(T)ix)dx. Then there exists a polynomial P in x of degree less

than r with bounded functions of z as coefficients, such that: h(x, z)

+P(x, z) =/(x, z) defines a bounded function over RXZ, continuous in

x on R uniformly over Z, continuous in z on Z uniformly over R, and

associated with F(I; z).

Proof outline of Lemma 1. The proof is by induction on r. For

the case r = 0, we need to show that h(x, z) is continuous in z on Z

uniformly over R, or, what is equivalent, that g(x, z) =h(x, z) —h(x, Zq)

converges to 0 uniformly over R as z—>Zo, for each z0 in Z. For each

e>0, there exists a 5 such that, for all z in Z, \g(x, z)—g(y, z)\ <e,

if |x — y\ <5. Let the closed bounded interval R= [a, b] be covered

by a finite number of intervals h, I2, ■ ■ • , It, each of length <5.

We now show that there exists a neighborhood A^o of z0 in which, for

each Ip, there is at least one xp in Ip such that g(xp, z) <e for all z

in N0. If such an N0 did not exist, then we could find a sequence of

nested neighborhoods N{ of z0 with diameters—»0, such that for each

Ni, there exist an Ip — (c, d) and a z,- in N{ with g(x, z,) 3^e for each x
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in Ip. For the function with values <pP(x) =exp(l/(x— d)-\-\/(c—x))

on Ip and 0 elsewhere, we would then have G(<pp, zt) =/^(x, z^)<pp(x)dx

^e/dc4>p(x)dx = a>0. This contradicts the fact that G(<p, z) = F(<p, z)

— F(<p, Zo) converges to 0. Since there exist only a finite number of

Ip's, even if we allowed the Ip to vary for different z.'s, we would still

obtain a contradiction. Hence N0 exists.

Thus, for each x in R and all z in N0, | g(x, z) | = | [g(x, z) — g(xp, z) ]

— g(xp, z)\ <2e and g(x, z) converges to 0 uniformly on R as z-+z0.

Suppose that the lemma holds for r = p and consider the distribu-

tion F(R; z) with F(p, z)=/Rh(x, z)p(p~1)(x)dx where h is continuous

in x on R uniformly over Z. For each p in KR, and a fixed 8 in KR with

fR8(x)dx = l, there exists a function <6 in KR, such that p'(x) =<b(x)

— aS(x), where ao=/R<b(x)dx. The identity, /Rh(x, z)p(p+1)(x)dx

= fR(h(x, z)-r-b(z)xp)<p(p)(x)dx, where b is a bounded function of z

dependent on 8 and on g, but not on <p is known [3, p. 15]. The form,

G(<p, z) =fR[h(x, z) +b(z)xp]<p(p'> (x)dx, determines a distribution on R

over Z. It is continuous over Z, because if <6 is fixed, then G(<p, z)

= F(p, z) where p(x) = /x[<b(x) — a08(x)]dx and F(p, z) is continuous

over Z by hypothesis. The case r=p implies the existence of a poly-

nomial Q in x of degree <p with bounded functions of z as coeffi-

cients, such that h(x, z)-\-b(z)xp-\-Q(x, z) is bounded over RXZ, con-

tinuous in x on R uniformly over Z and continuous in z on Z uni-

formly over R. The polynomial, P, defined by P(x, z)=b(z)xp

-\-Q(x, z), satisfies the conditions of the lemma for r = p-\-\.

Theorem 2. Let F(I; z) be a continuous distribution over a region Z

and its boundary. Then F(I; z) is analytic over Z iff /or each closed

bounded interval R in I, there exists an associated/ continuous on RXZ

such that /or each closed contour C in Z, fc/(x, z)dz equals a polynomial

in x o/ degree less than r (in general depending on C).

Proof (only if). For C a closed contour in Z, fcF(d>, z)dz = 0, for

each <6 in Ki by Cauchy's integral theorem. By Theorem 1, for each

closed bounded interval R in /, there exists an associated/continuous

on RXZ. Hence,

fcF(<p, z)dz = /c/r/(x, z)<b(r)(x)dxdz = /R/c/(x, z)dz<bM(x)dx.

Since /c/(x, z)dz = g(x) describes a continuous function of x, and

/Rg(x)4>{r)dx = 0 for all <p in KR, we have that g(x) is a polynomial of

degree less than r in x. It may depend on C.

(if). For each <p in KR and any closed contour C in Z, fcF(<p, z)dz

— JcJr/(x, z)(p(r)(x)dxdz=/R/c/(x, z)dz<p(r)(x)dx = 0, since /c/(x, z)dz
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is a polynomial in x of degree less than r. By Morera's Theorem,

F((p, z) is analytic over Z for each </> in KR. Since each d> in Ki is in

some KR, F(d>, z) is analytic over Z for each (p in KT, i.e., F(J; z)

is an analytic distribution over Z.

Corollary. If F(I; z) is an analytic distribution over Z identified

with the function f continuous over IXZ, then f is semi-analytic over

IXZ.

Theorem 3. Let F(I; z) be a distribution over a region Z and its

boundary. Then F(I; z) is analytic over region Z and continuous on its

boundary iff for each closed bounded interval R in I, there exists an asso-

ciated semi-analytic function.

Proof (if). Straightforward.

(only if) Let F(I; z) be analytic over region Z and continuous on

its boundary. Then by Theorem 2, for each closed bounded interval

there exists an associated function h continuous on RXZ. This h

satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1. By induction we show that the

polynomial P of the lemma can be chosen so that f = h+P will be

continuous over RXZ and analytic over Z.

For the case r = 0, f=h, and hence is already continuous over

RXZ. That/ is also analytic over Z follows from the above corollary

to Theorem 2.

Suppose that a polynomial Pp exists for the case r = p. To find

a polynomial for the case r = p + l, we use the method from the

proof of Lemma 1 to show that

JRh(x, z)p<p+»(x)dx=fR(h(x, z)+b(z)xp)d>^(x)dx.

Hence, the existence of polynomial Pp such that h(x, z)+b(z)xp +

Pp(x, z) defines a semi-analytic function gives us the required polyno-

mial Q  with  values b(z)xp+Pp(x,  z)  for  the  case  r=p + \.

Thus, for each closed bounded interval R in I, there exists an

associated  semi-analytic  function  h+P.
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